Performance and safety are the top concerns of high-risk
The probability of fatalities in rotorcraft accidents is higher than in other aircraft [9] . The preservation of human life is NASA's number one concern. To address this concern, it is necessary to expose potential failures modes that could occur during operation early in the design stages in order to reduce the chances of failure. In this paper, the engine and power train of a Bell 206 helicopter were studied for this purpose.
Diagrams of the compressor, gas producer, and power turbine assemblies of the Allison 250 engine are presented for reference in Figure la, In the component-failure matrix CF, the rows represent the components and columns represent the failure modes. The matrix CF is found in Table 3 in binary form. A "1" is given if the failure mode occurred for the component and a "0" otherwise. Figure 2 provides a more visual representation of the component-failure mode data. The matrix from Table 3 was used to construct the chart.
Next, the functional model for the components of the engine and the power train are derived. Let E be a 24 x 1 vector containing the elemental functions and their flows describing the components of the engine and power train. Vector E is found in 
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The function-failure matrix is in 
This gives CF, the component-failure matrix, which provides the possible failures that a component may experience during operation. This allows the designer to design out the failure modes or change out components to eliminate or reduce the failure modes early in the design stages. Note that the function 'secure solid' accounts for the most failures occurring in components.
Capturing
Similarity for Design and Redesign Other matrix manipulations of the data may be done to obtain additional design information. These manipulations result in similarity matrices, which provide designers with a too[ to account for and design against potential failure modes. There are several different types of similarity matrices.
The needs of the designer will determine which way is most useful. 
Application to the Engine and Power Train of a Rotorcraft
The similarity matrices are derived using the normalized EC matrix and the non-normalized CF matrix in binary form from earlier.
The normalized matrix E--C was computed and is presented in Table Table 5 This method was applied earlier to a simple example using a rotating machinery, test rig, to illustrate the potential of this method [6] . The purpose of the function-failure method is to aid NASA in the design of their high-risk aerospace endeavors, where safety is high priority when failures can lead to fatal accidents. In the application of the method in this paper, actual failure data was gathered from NTSB (national transportation safety board) reports and incorporated into the component-failure matrix, CF. For future work, other areas of collecting failure data could give a more complete CF matrix. Possible places to acquire failure data would be from the records of failures from manufacturers of these aircraft and the records of failures logged by the military applications of these aircratls. Furthermore, a method of consistent component naming will be introduced. This will provide a common generic way of classifying and representing the components in the mapping failure-function method proposed in this paper. This mapping of the failure-function method is currently being applied to a wide range of products [15] . The goal is to provide all this information stored in a repository that can be used by designers, and to expand this to as many products as possible. The repetition of occurrence of failure modes for components over the time period for which the data was gathered was not used in this paper.
In the future, the frequency of occurrence of a particular failure mode for a component will be incorporated to give more insight of the more probable potential failure modes. >,
